ABSTRACT New deterministic computer simulations have been developed for studying the dynamics of large objects colliding. For various initial conditions the system may clump together forming a new object or may rotate, causing ejecta to leave the primary mass in a pattern sustaining only a short number of orbits, but promising of satellite formation. Bodies without a large central mass are not able to form a cohesive object, and fly apart upon impact. A rudimentary scaling study when the code is parallelized using a force-decomposition scheme suggests that the computational time scales inversely as the number of processors when less than four are involved and the gains are somewhat less pronounced as the number of processors increases.
INTRODUCTION
The formation of planets and solar systems has been a question in the scientific community for many centuries. A variety of analytical and numerical approaches have been put forth in an attempt to explain various aspects of the sun, moon, and planets within the last twenty years. Just recently, however, science has been able to apply numerical methods and conduct computational investigations into the actual dynamics and stochastic processes believed to be active in planetary formation and change. Ring and satellite systems are of particular interest: are they formed during various stages in the early history of a planet or can they be formed by trauma to an already formed body? Whether planet and solar system dynamics are modeled from a fluid-dynamical approach or a manyparticle-system approach almost any study will contribute new insight and results to the field.
A fair amount of work has been done in an attempt to model the time evolution of the proto-solar system using hydrodynamic models with emphasis on circumstellar ring formation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and even ring formation using interacting gravitating particles [8, 9] . Most closely related to the work presented here are the very interesting results of 36 smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) simulations of lunar formation by means of a large body impacting the Earth [10] . There were anywhere from 20,000 to 30,000 particles in the simulations and a wide range of initial conditions were examined. This work incorporates the Tilloston equation of state (EOS) originally developed to describe strong shock in condensed matter to model the various changes of phase that might occur throughout a collision between planets. The simulations incorporated a final angular momentum constrained to be within 10% of the current earth-moon angular momentum. Simulations with an object about the size of Mars colliding with an Earth close to the end of its formation (accretion process) yields an iron-poor moon with an appropriate earthmoon system mass and angular momentum.
The intent of this research was to understand how various initial conditions affect the outcomes of large bodies that collide. We also wished to clarify how the initial conditions affect satellite and ring formation.
Pedagogically, this research provided opportunities for undergraduate physics majors to apply Newtonian physics in a computational setting, encouraged them to extend the method to more realistic scenarios and engage in parallel computing.
as well as from magnetic fields
We emphasize that since the bodies involved in the simulations are crudely constructed due to a limited number of particles available, the results should be interpreted generally. Hence the drive of this work is not to accurately reflect the structures of real planets but to rather get an understanding of the general physical principles present in planetary collisions. 
In the work presented here a deterministic algorithm to simulate the motion of the bodies that model the planets is used. Initially there are two planets (P1 and P2) composed of N1 and N2 spherical particles, respectively, such that N1+N2=N, the total number of particles in the simulation. Each particle (i) has mass m i and radius r i . P1 and P2 are formed by isolated equilibration: placing their constituent particles loosely packed within imaginary spheres not interacting with each other and subsequently letting time advance with algorithm described later. The centers of P1 and P2 are separated by a displacement R 0x iˆ0 +R 0y ĵ and P2 is given an initial velocity V v such that P1 will strike P2. Particle (i) experiences a gravitational force
The time-step in the simulation is chosen such that the overlap of any two-planet fragments is small compared to either of their dimensions. After the system has advanced, the algorithm sorts through all N particles and determines which groups of particles were initially touching and are now overlapping because of attractive forces and which groups of particles were not initially touching and are now overlapping because of true collisions.
The former class of particles is referred to as a touching group and its constituents are dealt with in the following way. The algorithm determines the number of touching groups and which particles are in each touching group. When examining each touching group, its center of mass as well as center of mass velocity is calculated. Then all particles (i) and (j) in each touching group which are touching are separated along their relative displacement from (i) to (j) ij r v until they are no longer overlapping; subsequently the center of mass of that particular touching group is re-adjusted so as to equal its value before the touching group was expanded.
Here G is Newton's universal gravitational constant and the m i are the fragments' masses.
Although not used in the simulations reported here, the particles composing the planets may also experience forces from electric fields
The second class of particles is comprised of those that are overlapping because they are involved in some true collision. A particle may collide with a group of particles already touching. In that case, the algorithm expands all the particle pairs (i,j) that are touching along ij r v and then treats the collision as a series of virtual collisions which propagates by involving consecutive pairs of masses (i,j) overlapping in that group in a sequence:
Here ij v v is the velocity of particle (j) relative to that of (i) and e is the elasticity of the collision, which can be taken to range anywhere from e=1 to e=0.1; e=0.8 is used in this work. The system may not advance in time unless the configuration is reached where a virtual collision does not result in particle overlap; such a configuration is taken to be the real outcome of the collision. It is well known that uncertainty in the outcome of the simulation may arise when more than two particles collide and touch at once, which could also be the case [11] . Since the algorithm searches for touching pairs, virtual collisions still proceed at different times when three or more bodies collide at once. Such artificial delay introduces uncertainty in the outcome of the simulation so in order to alleviate this effect the post-collision velocities are calculated as averages of the velocities obtained when the algorithm searches once in forward order and once in reverse order.
The method used was validated by testing it in situations involving simple geometries where the results are known: one-and two-dimensional arrays of interacting and non-interacting masses undergoing collisions of varying elasticity.
The algorithm was also parallelized by implementation of MPI, message-passing interface, to decrease the time taken to run the simulation. The MPI is used to transfer the relevant data from one machine to any The initial position of P1 was x 1 =0 AU, y 1 =0 AU, and z 1 =0 AU, with a velocity v x1 =0 AU/yr, v y1 =0 AU/yr, v z1 =0 AU/yr. The initial position of P2 was x 2 =10 -4 AU, y 2 =4*10 -5 AU, z 2 =0 AU, with a velocity of v x2 = -10 AU/yr, v y2 =0 AU/yr, v z2 =0 AU/yr. Upon collision P1 and P2 were offset by 25% of the value of their radii. Prior to the collision there was a shift form potential energy to kinetic energy because of the acceleration of the planets due to gravity.
Since the collisions are inelastic the total energy of the system decreases as time runs. The largest decrease in energy occurs when P1 and P2 initially collide, but energy is always lost because of collisions between the individual planetesimals. Figure  1 Upon collision a few of the planetesimals with r=10 -5 AU were ejected, but the vast majority of the planetesimals were held together by gravity and formed a single slowly rotating body, that was nearly spherical as the smaller planetesimals filled in the area between the two large planetesimals. After 25 yrs all of the ejected particles were traveling in nearly straight paths and there was no indication of any of these any longer showing the possibility of an orbit, though some had completed partial orbits before they escaped the gravity of the central mass. A series of ray-traced rendering of simulations with these initial conditions appears in Figure 2 .
The previous simulation was then repeated only with y 2 changed to 8x10 -5 AU. This produced a collision that was 50% offset. The results were similar to the previous simulation but only more small planetesimals were ejected and more partial orbits were formed before all partial capture orbits were extinguished. Also the rotation rate of the new planet formed was greater. The previous simulation was then repeated for y 2 =1.2x10 -4 AU. This also produced systems similar to those obtained with the earlier initial configurations.
In the next simulation y 2 =1.6x10 -4 AU immediately after the collision the system is very similar to the earlier systems only that it is rotating much faster. As time progresses this fast rotation continually causes the lightest planetesimals mass of 10 -5 M SUN to be ejected from the planet, and there are also planetesimals of 2x10 -5 M SUN ejected occasionally. The rotation of the planet also prevents it from obtaining the nearly spherical shape of the earlier planets, because it causes the small planetesimals that aren't ejected to remain evenly distributed on the surface of the large planetesimals. The continual distortion of the object as it rotates might serve as an ejecta pumping mechanism and, in reality, an energy dissipation mechanism. This constant ejecta forms a cloud of over 100 hundred planetesimals around the planet. In this cloud some of the planetesimals are gravitationally bound to each other and eventually form small touching groups of two or three particles. Also almost all of the planetesimals in the cloud are rotating to some extent since they were rotating as they left and this leads to many possible orbits. It cannot be confirmed that a stable orbit is ever formed because this simulation could only be run out to 125 years. This is because this simulation is very computationally demanding and only a Figure 2 . Ray-traced renderings of the first simulation discussed, sequentially from upper left to lower right. There is a time gap between the fifth and sixth images in order to show the final outcome 50 yr. after the initial impact. Most of the ejecta from the collision are lighter masses, although a few heavier ones are thrown off as well. The final object formed is rotating and the heavy central cores are clearly visible.
limited amount of time could be used to run it. It took over two weeks of computer time to run to the 125-year simulation. It is also hard to simplify the system by replacing the main planet with a single large planetesimal, because the latter is constantly breaking up. Ray-traced renderings of the fastest rotating system are shown in Figure 3 . For a final simulation y 2 was set to 2x10 -4 AU. The collision was such that the only the outer layer consisting of the small planetesimals were the only spheres directly involved in the collision. This collision caused the least amount of planetesimals to be ejected on the initial collision. Seven of these eight planetesimals traveled away in straight path and never indicated an orbit but only made a partial orbit. The planet that resulted from this collision was initially very similar to the previous one. It was rotating fast and this rotation was preventing the planet from obtaining a spherical shape.
As time progressed it was clearly much different than the previous simulation because it never ejected any planetesimals and was able to maintain its elongated shape. During the collision P2 strikes P1 such that the center of P2 is at the outer edge of P1. The collision ejected some of the mass near the impact. Here P2 had enough energy that it could escape the gravity of P1; the planetesimals of P2, though mostly broken apart traveled away from P1 with a small amount of the planetesimals from P1. Upon impact a wave-like disturbance emanates in P1 from the point of impact. This wave traveled through P1 and caused it break apart in multiple directions. With no central mass both P1 and P2 were unable to reform into single planets after the collision. The lack of the large central masses also meant that there wasn't enough of a gravitational field to create any orbits. Ray-traced renderings of the initial configuration (large planet) and the system after the collision are shown in Figure 4 .
c. Future and Continuing Work
The foremost effort for the future is to run the simulations with more particles so that we will be able to more finely define the colliding bodies. We again stress that, although some general dynamical phenomena are noticeable in the simulations presented here, they do not yield accurate models of what may happen when real planets collide. For example, the model should contain planet fragments of different masses, sizes and shapes. In addition this work models fairly large objects but it is desirable to model collisions between objects of the sizes seen in our solar system or calculated for new extrasolar planets. Such size scaling will be meaningful only when the resolution mentioned earlier is achieved. Presently we are also seeking to model planetary breakup due to gravitational tides as a component in the mechanism of ring formation, in addition to more realistically simulating properties of the planets involved in the collision (composition structure, thermal stresses, impact stresses, etc.) Also conducting runs using other integration schemes than the one chosen and introducing better methods for identifying the formation of rings and/or satellites is warranted.
